Biophysical and Sequence-Based Methods for Identifying Monovalent and Bivalent Antibodies with High Colloidal Stability.
In vitro antibody discovery and/or affinity maturation are often performed using antibody fragments (Fabs), but most monovalent Fabs are reformatted as bivalent IgGs (monoclonal antibodies, mAbs) for therapeutic applications. One problem related to reformatting antibodies is that the bivalency of mAbs can lead to increased antibody self-association and poor biophysical properties (e.g., reduced antibody solubility and increased viscosity). Therefore, it is important to identify monovalent Fabs early in the discovery and/or optimization process that will display favorable biophysical properties when reformatted as bivalent mAbs. Here we demonstrate a facile approach for evaluating Fab self-association in a multivalent assay format that is capable of identifying antibodies with low self-association and favorable colloidal properties when reformatted as bivalent mAbs. Our approach (self-interaction nanoparticle spectroscopy, SINS) involves immobilizing Fabs on gold nanoparticles in a multivalent format (multiple Fabs per nanoparticle) and evaluating their self-association behavior via shifts in the plasmon wavelength or changes in the absorbance values. Importantly, we find that SINS measurements of Fab self-association are correlated with self-interaction measurements of bivalent mAbs and are useful for identifying antibodies with favorable biophysical properties. Moreover, the significant differences in the levels of self-association detected for Fabs and mAbs with similar frameworks can be largely explained by the physicochemical properties of the complementarity-determining regions (CDRs). Comparison of the properties of the CDRs in this study relative to those of approved therapeutic antibodies reveals several key factors (net charge, fraction of charged residues, and presence of self-interaction motifs) that strongly influence antibody self-association behavior. Increased positive charge in the CDRs was observed to correlate with increased risk of high self-association for the mAbs in this study and clinical-stage antibodies. We expect that these findings will be useful for improving the development of therapeutic antibodies that are well suited for high concentration applications.